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The old saw goes that generals always plan to
fight the last war. Is the new comprehensive plan
geared to address the land use issues of the last
economy?

This question hit me during a talk I gave last
week.  I was using Graph 1 to make a point I’ve written
about before, namely that Jackson Hole’s construction
economy not only has cratered, but will never again
return to its previous heights.  That got me to wondering
if  the same were true for Graph 1's other “problem
child”: lodging.  If it is, it means the two foundational
elements of Jackson Hole’s economy for the past 50
years – tourism and real estate development – will no
longer play as important a role in the community’s
economic life.  And if that’s the case, all our planning –
economic, social, and land use – starts to take on a
very different hue.

As Graph 1 illustrates, over the past 3-plus
years, Teton County’s lodging revenues have fallen by
around 25 percent.  This seems especially odd
because, as Graph 2 shows, lodging’s decline occurred
while both Grand Teton and Yellowstone national parks
were experiencing two years of significant visitor
growth.  So what’s going on?

Lodging revenues depend on two variables: the
number of people coming to town, and the amount
they’re willing to pay.  On this latter score, one major
consequence of the recession has been a re-setting of
tourists’ expectations about value.  They’re all bargain-
hunters now, catered to by resorts the world over
suffering from too much capacity and too little demand. 
Combine this bargain-hunting mentality with fewer, and
less-extravagant, corporate functions, and the result is
the erosion of lodging sales.

In time, the economy will improve, local hoteliers
will be able to increase their rates, and we’ll see an
uptick in overall lodging revenues.  But that’s going to
take a while.  And while we’re waiting for that to occur,
we’ll be facing a second reality; one hinted at in Graph
2 and re-enforced by Graph 3: Looking into the future,
we’re not going to see a great deal of growth in the
number of tourists visiting the Tetons.

The important story told by Graphs 2 and 3 is
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that, over the past two decades, national park visitation has been essentially stagnant.  When the park
service changed its visitor counting methodology in 1993, Grand Teton hosted around 2.6 million visitors. 
Last year, the number was the same.  And while Yellowstone has shown some visitor growth over the last
few years, it hasn’t been able to sustain the momentum: After hitting a record high in 2010, Yellowstone
regressed toward the mean last year with a visitation drop of seven percent.

Most significant of all is that this stagnation is not limited to our local parks.  Looking at the 12
“destination” western US parks, the story’s the same: last year’s total visitation count was lower than 1995's.

What’s going on?  The basic answer is simple: Destination national parks in the western United States
are full; just about maxed out in the number of peak-season visitors they can handle.  Roads, lodging, visitor
services; the parks’ basic infrastructure and systems simply can’t handle too many more people than they’re
already serving, and Grand Teton and Yellowstone are no exceptions.

This isn’t going to change.  Even if the federal government were lavishing money on the parks, it’s
almost certain that our local parks would not choose to significantly expand their infrastructure, for that would
jeopardize their fundamental mission of preserving the resource for future generations.

So if we aren’t going to get more tourists into the parks, can’t we attract them to town by staging
events?  Possibly.  However, we’re already holding an event per week during the summer and fall, meaning
the only times for new festivals is when something else is going on, or when the weather is awful.  What
about the winter?  Well, the simple reality there is that the overall number of skiers isn’t growing, meaning the
Jackson Hole Mountain Resort is locked in a cutthroat competition with other ski areas to steal each others’
piece of a stagnant pie.  Put all this together, and the prudent planner would conclude that we’re getting near
the point where we’re about as busy as we’re ever going to get.

What does this have to do with the comp plan?  Just this.  Park visits are the limiting factor on how
many hotels and short-term rental units Teton County can support.  From that perspective, it seems unlikely
that Yellowstone will ever exceed 4 million annual visitors (9 percent above its all-time high), or that Grand
Teton will ever exceed 3 million (8 percent above its all-time high).  As a result, it will be very difficult to justify
building many more hotels in Jackson Hole.

Hence, when it comes to lodging, what we’ve currently got is what we’re likely going to have for quite
a while.  Combine that with the likelihood of slow residential construction, and the valley’s economic
landscape for the next 1-2 decades begins to look very different from that of the last 20 years.

This likelihood is not reflected in the current draft of the comp plan.  That doesn’t bother me, because
the comp plan is not an economic plan: its focus is on land use.  In that focus, it makes clear where new
lodging should go if someone chooses to build it.  However, over the next 10 years (i.e. the anticipated shelf
life of the current draft plan), not much of that building will happen.  Or much housing construction for that
matter.  If either does, we’ll have a plan in place to address the issue. But the math argues against the kinds
of residential and lodging building booms we’ve seen during the life of the current plan, suggesting our next
generation of battles is going to revolve around a different kind of growth; one which has less to do with land
use, and more with how we build upon that which we already have.


